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Harshman Disapproves Council's Amendment

President Ralph G. Harshman has disapproved the Student Council recommendation to make the editor of the paper a member of the News. Council was informed of this action at Thursday's meeting. The recommendation was in the form of a constitutional amendment. The amendment would require an affirmative vote of Council at three consecutive meetings and the approval of the president to become a part of the constitution.

President Harshman, in disapproving the recommendation, gave the following reasons for his decision:

"As I read the Constitution I find that all of the personnel are currently representing specific groups. The editor of the BG News does not represent a group, rather he or she is associated with a group or a popular election."

"I see from President Harshman's recommendation, aware of the situation around the idea that the News would become too closely allied with Student Council and would not function as an independent paper. A popular comment was that as an observer rather than a member of Student Council, the News editor would have a better understanding of issues that would result in an even-handed attitude in writing editorial columns."

"Also a letter of views of Council members is sent to Prof. Forsythe."

"The amendment could be reworded, so that the News editor is part of the student body and would not be selected from elimination competitions brought to the Student Council."

"The amendment would also be in the hands of the faculty to develop some degree of concern in writing. "Get uniform remarks," the suggestion would be."

The students also expect the faculty in the public. "They (the students)" are ready with their arguments. This is the reason the faculty has the obligation to show values and even beyond the teaching of the class."

Students May Buy Separate Passes For Artist Series

Students purchasing season tickets will be assured more seats for specific performances than those who purchase individual tickets. This was decided at a meeting of the student body held in Memorial Hall on Monday evening. Students purchasing season tickets will be assured more seats for specific performances than those who purchase individual tickets. This was decided at a meeting of the student body held in Memorial Hall on Monday evening.

To Exhibit Gymnastics

The world-touring Danish Gym Team will give a performance at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, in Memorial Hall. The team, made up of veterans in age from 17 to 25, will present demonstrations of advanced and rhythmical gymnastics, tumbling, body-building exercises, and a variety of Danish folk dancing. It will also exhibit the modern form of Danish gymnastics performed by national Olympic gold medalists in athletics.

The current tour of the gymnasts started in September with a stop at the University of California. The team will perform at the Olympic Stadium in London for the 1963 Summer Olympics and the athletic center of old Hellas where physical education had its beginning. The tour is supported by the Danish Union, directed by Erik Paar-Jakobsen, who was a Danish national athlete and represented the United States in the first appearance of gymnastics at the modern Olympic Games. It was not received again in Olympic competition.

The members of the team were selected from elimination competitions. Each of the six members will exhibit a wide variety of skills, including tumbling, weaving, the balance beam, and acrobatics.

The team's tour has gone beyond a general Danish tradition with an interest in foreign sports and a common interest in them that they are dedicated to the development of the skills as a means to the health, and social integration of boys.

The type of gymnastics which is the center of their tour party is another form of gymnastics. The modern Danish form of gymnastics dedicated to the social integration of boys.

The team's appearance at the University is sponsored by Phi Epsilon, Phi Chapter, Bowling Green, Ohio, the national honor organization; Phi Delta, Iota, Bowling Green, Ohio, the national major associations; and the department of physical education.

Ticket performance will be purchased in the lobby of Welch Auditorium. The price of tickets is $3.00 per person. Students are required to present their BGSU identification cards in order to purchase tickets.

In Los Angeles

For National Meeting

These Air Force Cadets, John Mone, William H. Johnson, and Glen A. Normand, will spend two weeks in Los Angeles as an escort to the group of all commanders of the National Honorary Air Force society.

The group of all commanders will be in Los Angeles from April 2 to 12. Their meeting is held in conjunction with the California Section of the National Honorary Air Force Society.

The trip to Los Angeles is for the purpose of the Conference is to be held at the University of California. They will extend their stay in Los Angeles to have business meetings and social events.

University To Mail 'Administrice' In '63

A new University publication, "Administrice," will be published by the Office of Field Administration, the Office of Field Administration, the Office of Field Services, and the Office of Field Administrators, and will be distributed to students, faculty, and staff. It will be distributed by the University for the 1962-63 academic year.

The Students' Union Building will feature presentations in the manner of Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Mrs. Robert B. Wilson, Mrs. Nancy Hanaway, and Vincent Price.
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Student Board Eases Problems Of Communication On Campus

Sponsoring the campus bulletin boards and the "Viewpoint" series, and acting as a means of contact between the administration, the faculty, and the students, are some of the responsibilities of the Student Communications Board.

The Communications Board is elected by the student body and includes the Student Handbook describes the objectives of the Board: "... to promote friendly relations and understanding throughout the University community..."

The principle behind this organization is to facilitate the exchange of information among students, staff, and faculty. A qualified administrative officer of the University operates the Board.

The main project of the Board is the campus bulletin boards. There are three: the main bulletin board, the Quondomark and the Nano-Board in West Hall and the Union, and one by Communications in the Administrative Center, academic departments, and in the residence halls.

The Board also sponsors the "Viewpoint" series. The first meeting in this series was held recently, 8th Major Brooks D. Anderson, Director of the University Police Force.

Another planned project of the Communications Board is Project "Special Olympics" with WGBI. This will involve broadcasting on an experimental radio, radio activities such as Student Council meetings, and interviews with groups that have considerable interest in the Washington of the respective Board.

Outlining demand areas was a central part of this program. A question that must be answered is: What tasks were coordinated by the Bureau?

In 1964, this older information system was replaced by the Organization of American States (OAS), which set up permanent offices in eleven of the Americas. The Inter-American system, which has the objective of maintaining the economic system, is a system of mutual aid in time of need. However, the OAS has an economic system of periodic meetings involving banking and trade, which is known as the Economic Commission for Latin America.

The Leadership and Services Board of the Communications Board is planning to select five for the Communications Board. The Student Board, which is an efficiency of the Board, as well as a source of funds, is involved in selecting Board members.

It is difficult to say whether the OAS has made a significant contribution to the effectiveness of Latin America. The Inter-American system is an organization of the Hemisphere, which is the basis of Latin American cooperation.

In the final analysis, the OAS is an organization of the Hemisphere, which is the basis of Latin American cooperation.

In the final analysis, the OAS is an organization of the Hemisphere, which is the basis of Latin American cooperation.

When the United States entered the OAS, it was a part of the last minute American-led coalition, and hence could not go through alone.

It may be argued that the OAS cannot serve as a substitute for the Federal Reserve or central bank. It cannot prevent the United States from taking the necessary steps to ensure that the OAS has the right to do so. It is not clear if the OAS is the tool of the United States, or whether it is the tool of the United States.

By working within the structure of the OAS, the United States can work toward the establishment of a stronger international financial system and the rule of law. It is clear that the United States cannot function in isolation. It is clear that the OAS cannot function in isolation. It is clear that the United States cannot function in isolation.

The OAS may not act as vigorously as Americans may wish, but it is clear that the United States can and should act in concert with other countries.

When the United States entered the OAS, it was a part of the last minute American-led coalition, and hence could not go through alone.
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The Flying Falcon sponsored photo slate for a yearly spread over the week end and two presentations over the Bowling Green area. The purpose of this project was to raise money as in previous years could participate in the National Intercollegiate Flying Meet in Oklahoma.

The University Orchestra formerly called the World Student Symphony Orchestra has been accepted as a member of the United Nations, the International Student Movement for the United Nations.

The program will be designed for elementary school children in grades three through six. Orchestra director Harry Kruger, assistant professor of music, will give a short commentary before each selection. The program will be conducted by Robert Herkimer's Young People's Concert.

Elsie's "Pump and Circumstance March No. 1," Elgar's "Carmen Sella No. 1," Anderson's "Serenaded Cricket," Copland's "Outdoor Overture," and selections from "Gershwin's Rhapsody Motion" will be played following a demonstration of the instruments used in the symphony.

Mr. Kruger commented, "Next year we hope to expand and include junior and senior high schools and give separate concerts."

Discussion Group

"Anti-trust and Admissions" will be the topic of discussion at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow in the Pink Dogwood Room.

The speaker will be Dr. Ben W. Lewis, professor of economics and government of the University of economics at Oberlin College.

Dr. Lewis has been concerned with issues since 1905. He was a member of the President's Council for Economic from 1952 to 1955. He was also active in the American Economic Association.

A number of books, Dr. Lewis has written related to various economic and legal public industries.

Bowling Green State University operates a Speech and Hearing Clinic for people of all ages in the region. Services are offered to children and adults.

The clinic will offer services speech or hearing difficulties.

First Parking Violation

Carrie E. Gibson, fined $1; John A. Mayor, $1 fine suspended; Crayola Smith, guilty, fined $1.

Second Parking Violation

Joseph P. Bline, not guilty; Charles R. Bentsen, guilty of illegally parking Binkley's car, ordered to attend four consecutive court sessions; Arnold J. Schaefer, responding to case of March 29, fined by $27 instead of 10, given one week suspension of driving privileges.

Third Parking Violation

Elsie V. Churchill, fined $15 plus an additional $10 in place of the "Story of the Passion" by Heinrich Schultz and "All You Can Eat" by Benno Wymar.

The University organization formerly called the World Student Student Union has been accepted as a member of the national organization, the College Council for the United Nations.

The OCSN is an affiliate of the American Union for the United Nations.

Annual Sunrise Easter Service To Feature Speaker Dr. Wolf

Dr. Carl U. Wolf, pastor of St. Paul's Lutheran Church in Toledo, will speak at the Sunrise Passion Service, 9 a.m. Friday, at the Main Auditorium.